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A study of the gilt surface of the Lorenzo Ghiberti `Paradise Door',
in which both classical and more recently developed methods of
investigation were used.

The techniques used for the galding of metallic and non-
metallic substrates in the ancient world have been briefly
described by Oddy (1). In respect of metallic substrates, which
were chiefly of silver or topper or of alloys based on these
metals, the main techniques which were used are set out in
Tablel.

In addition to these, other techniques were employed based
on the use of gold powders, molten gold and electrochemical
replacement plating, but these appear to have been seldom
used. Depletion gilding of gold alloys was also practised, es-
pecially in South America, but will not be considered here.

Since there are as yet no methods available for the dating of
metals, the dating of ancient metal artefacts, must be based
upon indirect methods. In recent years, the value of detailed
studies of the techniques used in their fabrication has become
increasingly evident.

The application of instrumental methods of observation and
analysis to the study of gilding techniques, was introduced by
Oddy (1,2), who applied methods such as optical microscopy

Table 1

Antient Methods for the Application to Metallic Substrates
of an External Layer of Gold

Form in which Gold
was Used	 Techniques of Appl i cation

Gold Foil	 Mechanica) bonding
Bonding with organic adhesives
Mechanica) bonding and burnishing

Gold Leaf	 Mechanical bonding
Bond ing witti aid of mercury

(fire gilding)

Gold Amalgam	 Fire gilding

and chemical analysis by emission spectroscopy to a number of
gilt artefacts. He drew attention to the fact that although the
earliest form of gilding, applied to some silver nails from Tell
Brak in Northern Syria (2nd millenium B.C.), consisted in
simply wrapping gold feil over the surface of the object, the
methods used for the application of foil and leaf gradually
became more sophisticated. As a result, by the third or fourth
century A.D. gilding of metallic objects by mechanical methods
had been largely displaced by gilding with gold amalgam. This
technology remained unchanged through the Dark Ages and
onwards through the Medieval Period till the 19th century.

Identification of the gilding technique used in any specific
instante is not straight forward, however, and it is not satisfac-
tory to employ just one method of investigation. Thus, although
emission spectroscopy may disclose the presentie of mercury, it
does not establish whether this mercury is a residue of the
metal derived from amalgam used in fire gilding or whether it
was an impurity in the metals used, or even a later contaminant.
Therefore it is necessary to use of a number of complementary
analysis techniques in deciding on the methods used in making
ancient gilt objects. Analyses may be complicated by the Pact
that the artefacts often are corroded as a result of burial or
storage conditions (3).

The `Paradise Door' of the Baptistery at Florence
As a preliminan, (4) to the restoration, now in progress, of

the so-called `Paradise Door' of the Baptistery at Florence
(gilded bronze by L. Ghiberti, finished 1452), a microsample
was taken of the panel describing the `histories of Joseph and
Benjamin' (Figure 1). The objective was to establish the extent
of degradation of the door, and to test various methods of in-
vestigation — in particular the usefulness of Auger spectroscopy
which had recently been applied to the study of antique gilt
objects (5).

On a previous occasion (shortly after the flooding of
Florence in 1966) another sample of the same panel had been
subjected to metallographic analysis (6). These had indicated a
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Thus the Auger spectroscopy would show micro variations
at the atomic layer level, while the microprobe would reveal
macro variations on about the 0.5-1 micron level.

MetaIlographic microscopy showed that when the amalgam
was spread over the bronze substrate, it had tended to accumu-
late in depressions on the metal surface (Figure 2), and that the
gold layer appeared to be particularly porous. Therefore, it
seemed likely that the gold amalgam was of a pasty consistency
when applied to the bronze surface. This would account for the
penetration of the gold into the deeg surface pits (Figure 3).

Fig. 1 Detail of the panel representing the histories of Joseph and Benjamin on the
'Paradisc Door' of the Baptistery at Florence. Some areas of the gilded surface (e.g.
the bottom left side of the panel) have already been subjected to a preliminary
cleaning.

coarsening of the grain structure of the copper alloy which did
not possess many of the attributen of a cast alloy. It was deduced
from these findings that the panel had been heated, probably
not above 500-600°C, and therefore the panel might have been
lire gilded.

To test this conclusion, further investigation was carried out
on the recent sample using metallographic and scanning elec-
tron microscopy (SEM) for visual analysis, and ion bombard-
ment, Auger spectroscopy, and electron microprobe to provide
an element analysis.

The metallographic and SEM methods permit visualisation
of the surface and, in cross section, the characteristics of the
underlying material.

Auger spectroscopy provides an element analysis from a
depth of 1-3 atomic layers. Utilising an ion gun to erode the
material, an atomic layer-by-layer composition profile can be
obtained. This was used to sample only the surface region of
the specimen, as it requires a long time to erode deeper (about
40-50 hours to get to 40 microns depth). A quicker way is to
use an electron microprobe to profile over a cross section of
the sample. Unfortunately, the beam spreads out as it pen-
etrates the material, the amount of spread depending in the
atomic number of the sample. For copper at 30 kV it would be
about 1 micron.

Fig. 2 Micrograph of a cross-section of a gilt bronze sample from the
'Paradise Door'.

Fig. 3 Micrograph of the gilt bronze sample (the arrow points to gold
located in a surface fissure).
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Fig. 4 Scanning electron micrograph of a fracture section of the gilt bronze
sample (showing details of the gold-bronze interface). From the top:
Surface dust particles, gold layer and bronze substrate. (Magnification,
1000x).

The very porous spongy nature of the gold coating is illustrated
in the SEM picture of the fractured surface in Figure 4. The
bubbles were presumably formed by mercury vapour escaping
from the solidifying metals during firing.

Particularly revealing information was derived from a depth
profile of the outer surface. This involves eroding successive
layers of the sample by ion bombardment and carrying out
Auger spectroscopy on each exposed layer. After cleaning the
surface of the corrosion products and atmospheric dust par-
ticles, a peak around 80 eV appeared for a short time early in
the erosion of the gold layer. This was an indication of the pres-
ence of mercury in the gold (Figure 5b). Since mercury was not
found on the external layer, but in the outer portion of the gold
film, it is unlikely that it originated from external contami-
nation. Also, the sequence of the Auger spectra within a range
of 50-100 eV (Figure 6) showed the very localised presente of

mercury at the surface of the gold layer, in accordance with
what might be expected if it was a residue of evaporation. This
lends support to the proposal that fire gilding was the tech-
nique used in applying the gold layer, as suggested by the
morphological observations.

Finally the electron microprobe, which was able to deter-
mine the elemental chemical composition of lower strata
within the metal by running a composition profile over a cross
section cut normal to the sample surface, showed (Figure 7) a
little gold-topper diffusion, assessable on the graph by the
amount of overlapping of the gold and topper peaks. Because
of electron beam scatter within the sample, the zero position
relates to the tentre thickness of the gold layer The outer
surface of the gold layer thus appears to be at about minus 3-4
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Fig. 5 Auger spectra of the gilded bronze sample at various depths.
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microns. This result agrees with other observations (7) both on
archaeological samples and on laboratory samples made for
comparative purposes, which had been gilded with mercury.
Moreover the depth-profile supports the metallurgical evi-
dence to the effect that the hearing, which followed the appli-
cation of the amalgam, lasted a short time and reached only a
relatively low temperature.

Conclusion

By the combined use of standard metallurgical and other
techniques, and of newer instrumental methods for surface
studies such as scanning electron microscopy, Auger spectro-
scopv and electron probe microanalysis, it has proved possible
to demonstrate that the technique which was used for the gild-
ing of a panel of the so-called 'Paradise Door' of the Baptistery
in Florence was that of fire- or mercury-gilding. ❑
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Fig. 7 Electron microbeam probe traces of Cu, Au and Sn across a section
of the gilt bronze sample (see Figure 2). The zero position relates to the
centre thickness of the gold layer.
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